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Focus: Interaction of lipids with a newly synthesized prodrug for cancer treatment  
Goal: A formulation and delivery strategy that will reduce side effects 
 
We are grateful for the opportunity to participate in the FaSTRAC program at NSF’s 
ChemMatCARS (sector 15) during the summer of 2019, which is truly an amazing educational 
experience that has significantly enhanced my understanding of X-ray interfacial techniques.  

My research group is interested in understanding molecular packing, interaction, degradation, and 
assembly, for rational design and optimization of material nano- and microstructures for 
biomedical applications. The particular research goal of the FaSTRAC project was to develop 
threshold-switchable liposomal nanoparticles for sustained release and targeted delivery of the 
encapsulated drug compounds. The approach is to optimize the composition of the liposomal 
vesicles and the design of the prodrug molecules. A few liposomal nanomedicines are the only 
FDA-approved formulations on market, which demonstrated better drug efficacy and lower 
toxicity. The physicochemical characteristics and pharmacokinetics of these nanomedicines could 
be altered by a wide range of choices of phospholipids, polymer conjugation, and addition of 
membrane proteins. This flexibility permits the modification of liposome and micelle behavior in 
vivo and their design according to specific therapeutic needs. However, the number of possible 
combinations is enormous, and optimization of the structure is not feasible by empirical trials. On 
the other hand, prodrugs are usually developed through a screening process without considering 
any assembled nanostructure or formulation. The interfacial X-ray techniques available at 
ChemMatCARS, such as X-ray reflectivity and grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD), 
enable the systematic studies of the molecular interactions of the lipids, polymers, prodrugs, and 
enzymes. We used our ChemMatCARS beamtime to study the novel prodrug synthesized in my 
laboratory; these measurements might reveal unique self-assembly structures and kinetics.   

My students, Tiep Pham and Paola Léon Plata, worked at ChemMatCARS for six weeks, and I 
was there for four weeks. On Mondays, beamline scientist Dr. Wei Bu gave lectures on the X-ray 
interfacial techniques, giving all the details, from instrument setup to mathematical models and 
data analysis, which in many aspects inspired us on how to push the limit of our studies. We had 
a group meeting every week with Dr. Binhua Lin (executive director of ChemMatCARS) and Dr. 
Wei Bu. They closely followed the progress of the project. Although we have been general users 
of APS for a few years, the FaSTRAC program provided very valuable training to my students 
and me, which significantly extended the capabilities of my research laboratory.   

  

 


